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Three-Time World Champion Driver Marc Rheinard Joins Team Thunder Power RC 
 

Thunder Power RC signs 3-time World and multi-time European Champion driver Marc Rheinard of Germany. 

LAS VEGAS, NV.  May 11, 2011 – As a 3-Time IFMAR ISTC World Champion, Marc Rheinard has a never-ending passion for 
speed and racing.  Known as one of the world’s best on-road touring car racers, Marc will bring over 15 years of RC racing 
experience to the Thunder Power RC Team.  Marc has signed a multi-year agreement to represent Thunder Power RC by 
using, supporting and promoting products at races world-wide.   

 “I am looking forward to using Thunder Power RC 
batteries,” states Marc Rheinard.  “I have seen firsthand 
how the products have performed in the RC racing 
circuit over the past couple of years.  Thunder Power 
RC continues to advance LiPo batteries and technology 
for the RC industry, I am excited to be a part of these 
advancements and the team.”   

Marc will represent the TPRC Team at all major 
International and US electric/LiPo events.  Marc’s 
touring car will hit the pavement for the first time as part 
of the team at the 2011 Reedy Race of Champions.   

Thunder Power RC would like to welcome and thank 
Marc for his confidence in our team and products, and 

we are very proud to be the power behind his World Championship-level on-road racing skill set.  We anticipate that Marc, 
along with our other team drivers, will continue to push the limits of electric power systems and help take LiPo battery 
performance to the next level!  

About Thunder Power RC 
Since 2003, Thunder Power RC has been the world-leader in the advancement of Lithium Polymer (LiPo) battery power and charging 
solutions for a wide variety of RC, UAV/UAS and other applications.  Continuing to set industry-leading standards in performance and 
reliability is why more pilots, drivers and professionals world-wide choose Thunder Power RC LiPo batteries over any other brand.    

Thunder Power RC, # 1 in Performance and Reliability 
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